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The ingress and egress areas of a house are the most vulnerable parts of a building. Therefore, you
need the best quality doors to close these openings. Steel security doors are currently the most
popular option among homemakers. They are strong, resistant to harsh outdoor weather elements
and with appropriate built-in hardware can resist burglary.

Security features of steel security door

The entry doors of a house are constructed with the best quality steel. High quality steel is widely
used for constructing communal doors to enhance the security of tenements. The durability of the
security door is enhanced by using corrosive resistant steel for constructing the door leaf. Usually a
strong zinc coating covers the steel leaf, increasing its resistance to corrosive elements. It is
advisable to buy doors with good quality powder coated coloured finish, which adds to the corrosion
resistant property of the door. When secured with good quality steel grilles, bolts and locks the
sturdy doors can offer maximum protection to the weakest point of your house. Compared with the
traditional solid wooden doors, the steel doors are stronger and more durable. They can withstand
more pressure than the elegant wooden doors. With increased availability of colorful stylish steel
doors, these security doors can easily blend with contemporary home designs.

Accessories of steel security door

Although the sturdy door leaf of a steel door can resist pressure when an intruder tries to barge in,
nonetheless, to make the door break-in proof, it should be equipped with an array of security
devices. While installing the door, make sure that the door frame is as strong as the door leaf. Do
not overlook the quality of the hinge screws while installing the security door. Poor quality hinge
screws will make even the best quality steel door vulnerable to burglary. The best hinge screws are
the ones specifically designed for security doors.

Door window is an important security element of a door. Made of breakage resistant materials they
provide wider and better view of the exterior area. Consider installing burglar alarms to the door.
This popular security device is activated automatically the moment someone tries to break in. Door
reinforcements and door strike reinforcers can be installed to prevent the door and the door frame
from splitting. Moreover, specialty locks, door chains, deadbolts and sliding bolts are essential
security components that you cannot miss.

Fire rating of security doors

To facilitate egress during fire breakouts, the Steel Security Door should have a good fire rating,
preferably between two and three.
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Welcome to Security Doors Direct - supplies high quality British Manufactured a Stainless Steel
Doors at Trade Prices. we have a great deal of experience of supplying and installing Physical
Security equipment, not only a Fire Rated Doors but also Security Grilles and a Steel Security Door.
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